We report a detailed investigation of excited-state alignment-to-orientation conversion in the presence of an external magnetic field. This counterintuitive phenomenon occurs under intermediate-coupling conditions. A weak, linearly polarized, cw laser beam was used to excite and align the Na 383/2 state in an atomic beam along the z direction. The degree of circular polarization of the resulting fluorescence was detected along the z direction as a function of magnetic-field strength. The spectrally integrated transitions originating from individual F levels of the 3S&&2 state yield a maximum circular-polarization fraction of -40%%uo, ' integrating the circular polarization over all the allowed 3S]y2 383/2 transitions gives rise to an -8% eftect. The results are predicted by the Breit formula, which is in excellent agreement with our observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In an aligned atomic system, states of different~m Lã re populated unequally, while the populations in rnI and ml are the same. In contrast, an oriented system is characterized by differing populations in the ml and -mL states. A necessary condition for the production of an aligned exited state is that the excitation process be anisotropic. The direct production of an oriented excited state from an unoriented ground state requires an orientation or polarization of the exciting particles (e.g. , photons, electrons, etc.).
Internal interactions within the excited atom, such as fineand hyperfine-structure coupling, occur on a time scale generally much longer than the ( -10 ' s) time required for collisional or incoherent optical excitation, and much less than the ( -10 s) radiative decay time of the state.
Conversion of the excited-state alignment into orientation can occur during the time between excitation and decay. As shown by Fano and Macek, ' this cannot result from internal interactions alone, but can take place if these interactions are combined with the action of an external magnetic field.
Alignment-to-orientation conversion (AOC) was first discussed in the context of a nuclear spin I = -, ' system by Lehrnann, who later experimentally verified that "'Cd could be given a net orientation using broadband, linearly polarized light excitation. Baylis described this effect in sodium, and discussed its relevance to level-crossing signals. Kemp, Macek, and Nehring presented a comprehensive theoretical discussion of AOC processes.
They noted this effect may be responsible for the small net circular polarization observed in light emission from sunspots. The first experiment to directly detect a net circular polarization of the Auorescence from an initially aligned excited state was reported by Krainska-Miszczak. In that work, linearly polarized light from a Rb-Ar lamp was used to excite the Rb 5S&&z-5P3/2 transition, and the subsequent Auorescence observed along the magnetic-field direction.
The resulting hyperfinestructure-induced AOC was in good qualitative agreement with theory.
More recently, AOC effects in the aligned (ls3d) D state of He have been the subject of some controversy.
Stricklett, Burns, and Burrow first reported confirmation of fine-structure-induced AOC in this electron-excited system, but these results were called into question in a subsequent publication by Avci and Neitzke. This latter group reported good agreement with theory for results of their own experiment using He projectiles to excite this same D state. They report circular-polarization fractions measured at five magnetic-field strengths ranging up to 200 G (where a 3.7% effect was seen), but experimental limitations kept their results well below the -600 G at which the AOC in this system should have a maximum effect.
We report here measurements and calculations of hyperfine-interaction-induced AOC in Na, for a magnetic-field range that shows the full coupling dependence of this process. The nearly monochromatic nature of our exciting laser yields much more information than can be extracted from collisional or equivalent broadband optical excitation, since it allows us to isolate the large effects occurring for excitation from single ground I' states. Moreover, the laser intensity is monitored as a function of frequency, allowing accurate results to be obtained. This is in contrast with the experiment of Ref. 5, where only qualitative effects could be measured, on account of the uncertainty in the lamp's excitation profile.
Optical excitation is highly efticient on the Na firstresonance (3S-3P) transition, due to its large oscillator strength and its experimentally favorable (590-nm) wavelength, which renders it an excellent candidate for this study. As a consequence, our absolute signal levels are much better than those from the above-mentioned He experiments, which were hampered by the inherently much lower charged-particle excitation probabilities. 
where I+ (I ) is the fiuorescence intensity for o. (o ) light. Spectrally-integrated I+ values were calculated separately for F'=1 and 2, where each frequency range encompassed only excitation originating from the 3SI&2F'=1 or E'=2 hyperfine components (Fig. 3 ). The resulting P, values are labeled P, (F'), and the result using the entire spectral integration is labeled P, (total).
III. EXPERIMENT
The fIuorescence resulting from pulsed or steady-state white-light excitation is equivalent to the integrated fluorescence obtained by exciting the atoms with a scanning, monochromatic light source (having the same polarization). Thus, we have used a 1-MHz linewidth, cw dye laser to obtain the equivalent of white-light excitation. Furthermore, by integrating over the appropriate frequency ranges, we separate excitation to the Na 3P&&z and 3P3/2 terms, as well as distinguishing between atoms initially in the F'=1 and F'=2 hyperfine levels of the 3S ground state. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 in the approximately 0.5 X 0. 5 X 1 mm volume defined by the intersection of the laser beam with the atomic beam had an estimated homogeneity of +1%. The circular-polarization analyzer consisted of a A, /4 plate and a linear polarizer; the latter is rotated by 90' to pass the circular polarization of the opposite helicity. The polarization selectivity of the circular analyzer was measured to be greater than 99.8%. Two lenses (L"Lz) and three apertures ( A "Az, A3) were used in the detection optics: A, served to block some of the instrumentally reAected light, L, collimated the detected fIuorescence so that the light was normally incident on the circular polarization analyzer, L2 imaged the source-region fiuorescence onto A3 (which was larger than the image of the fluorescence source but small enough to cut oft'most scattered laser light), and A2 fixed the detected fluorescence solid angle. Preliminary data were collected with different A2 diameters to ensure that the =0.8 (full angle) cone used during final data taking was sufficiently small that no correction to the observed circular polarization was needed. An interference filter (IFF) was placed after A3 to reject extraneous light. A second photomultiplier monitored the laser power transmitted through the atomic beam.
Coils were installed outside the vacuum chamber (not shown in the figure) to null the earth's field in the x and y directions to within the =20-mG sensitivity of our commercial gaussmeter. A small residual magnetic field in the z direction was compensated with a small offset current in the solenoids, chosen so that no AOC was detectable at 0 G.
The data-taking process was automated: a laboratory computer stepped the dye laser across the -3 GHz scan range in 600 or 900 discrete frequency steps. These 3 -5
MHz steps were 10 -20% of the -25 MHz residual Doppler plus natural linewidth. At each frequency, photon pulses were counted consecutively for the two circular polarizations and recorded by a data-acquisition systern. Such scans were taken at a number of magneticfield values between 0 and 80 G. For most magnetic-field strengths, scans were performed in consecutive pairs, one with the laser frequency increasing and the other with it decreasing, in order that any small, presumably linear, change in the atomic-beam density could be averaged away. The frequency linearity of the laser scan was monitored with an external reference cavity, and the (& 7%)
nonlinearities were largely corrected in the subsequent data reduction. The laser intensity was kept sufficiently low that optical pumping of the atoms during their transit time through the light field was insignificant. Several scans were taken at different intensities to confirm that the net circular polarization produced was independent of laser power. ( th. Under such cirendent of field strengt . n er sentation indepen larization would be the observed circu ar po ariz scans taken at each field strength, the random uncertainties are deduced by considering the scatter in the polarizations measured at 23.6 G, the value at which the largest number (17) of scans were performed. Half of the measured values fell within an absolute polarization range of about +0.8%, 1.2%, and 0.7% for P, (total), P, (F'=1), and P, (F'=2), respectively. The statistical spread in the polarizations at the other magnetic-field strengths are consistent with these uncertainties.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The overall agreement between theory and experiment is striking. AOC attains a maximum of -8% in the total polarization at approximately 30 G, and excitation from the individual ground-state hyperfine components produces large polarizations with different signs.
Zpolarized white-light excitation would yield the P, (total) result with fluorescence from the 3P3/Q state, and 3 of this for the unresolved doublet. The AOC effect is expected to be generally less pronounced if charged particles rather than photons are used in the excitation process, since charged-particle collisions do not exclusively excite b, mL =0 transitions (except at threshold).
At small magnetic-field values,~P, (F ' = 1 )~increases more rapidly than~P, (F'=2)~. This is attributable to the smaller splittings between the 3P3/p F =0, 1, and 2 hyperfine levels that are excited from F'=1, compared with the splittings between F= 1, 2, and 3. Since P, (F'= 1) (0, this produces a minor ( -0. 5%) negative dip in the total polarization at about 2 G. Our measurements are consistent with the presence of this dip. Some of the data show small deviations from the calculations, generally with measured polarization magnitudes slightly less than those theoretically expected. Many of these discrepancies may be attributed to the small inhomogeneity of the magnetic field within the interaction volume.
It is of interest to repeat this experiment with optical excitation to the 3Pi/p term. We thus performed a limited number of scans with the z-polarized laser scanning across the 3S,/z-3P«z transition, in the presence of an intermediate (23.6 G) magnetic field. No overall orientation was observed, consistent with the theoretical prohibition on alignment of a J= -, ' state. A slight ( -1.5%) polarization was seen for transitions originating from the resolved 35&/~F ' = 1 and 2 hyperfine states, but this was expected because of the small degree of decoupling of these states in the magnetic field, as discussed above.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a detailed experimental verification of AOC. This has confirmed quantitatively, with high signal-to-noise ratio and accuracy, that circular polarization is produced following linearly polarized excitation by intermediate-coupled states in a magnetic field. This efFect has been shown to be much larger when the excita-tion occurs from one of the two ground hyperfine states.
In addition to conceptual insight, this could be important in experiments where, for instance, most of the atoms have been optically pumped without orientation ("hyperfine pumping") into one of these F' ground states. If some excitation process then were to occur in an intermediate magnetic field, the resulting emission along the field direction from any alignable excited state may exhibit a significant degree of circular polarization. As noted by Baylis, AOC may also be of use in the determination of hyperfine-structure constants for excited states by measuring the magnetic-field dependence of the net circular polarization. This could be particularly useful for levels with hyperfine splittings less than the natural linewidth. An advantage of such a technique is that it does not place stringent requirements upon laser linewidth, which needs to only be less than the lowerstate hyperfine splitting.
As discussed earlier, one would expect to observe an exactly analogous effect if the magnetic-field strength were increased suSciently that the excited-state angular momentum J started to decouple into L and S. Although this transition region in sodium takes place for field strengths not usually encountered under laboratory conditions, it may be of more practical importance for transitions in other elements characterized by a much smaller excited-state fine-structure splitting.
It should be emphasized that it is not necessary to use linearly polarized light to produce the initial excited-state alignment. Any nonisotropic excitation process can lead to alignment of the atoms. Thus directed collisions or unpolarized light propagating in one direction could also produce alignment, which would be converted to orientation in the presence of a magnetic field of the appropriate strength. It is the pseudovector (i.e. , parity-violating) nature of a magnetic field that permits AOC to take place; reAection symmetry precludes AOC from occurring if an electric field were used instead. The process investigated here clearly has many similarities to the conventional Hanle effect, where it is the linearity (rather than circularly) polarized fluorescence propagating parallel or perpendicular to the magneticfield direction, which is monitored as a function of field strength. ' Indeed, the same Breit formula describes both, and the overall fluorescence intensity observed in our experiment did vary with the applied magnetic field, as predicted by the Hanle effect.
